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Announcing an all-new Self-Paced Training Kit designed to help  maximize your performance on 70-442, one of the required exams for the  Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCITP) Database Developer  certification. This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft study guide,  plus practice tests on CD to help you assess your skills. It comes packed  with the tools and features exam candidates want most--including in-depth,  self-paced training based on final exam content; rigorous,  objective-by-objective review; exam tips from expert, exam-certified  authors; and customizable testing options. It also provides real-world  scenarios, case study examples, and troubleshooting labs for skills and  expertise that you can apply to the job.
  

Work at your own pace through the lessons and lab exercises. Focusing on  designing and implementing database solutions in a professional job role,  this official study guide covers topics such as designing data access  technologies, writing and modifying queries, validating input data and  handling errors, developing a transaction strategy, and optimizing  performance.

  

Then assess yourself using 200+ practice questions on the CD, featuring  multiple, customizable testing options designed to meet your specific  needs. Choose timed or untimed testing mode, generate random tests, or  focus on discrete objectives or chapters. You get detailed explanations for  right and wrong answers--including pointers back to the book for further  study. You also get an evaluation version of Microsoft SQL Server 2005  software and an exam discount voucher--making this kit an exceptional value  and a great career investment.     

       Key Book Benefits:

  

-In-depth coverage of exam objectives and sub-objectives--plus instructive  case studies and troubleshooting scenarios to enhance your performance on  the job

 -200+ practice and review questions

 -Test engine that enables customized testing, pre-assessment and  post-assessment, and automated scoring and feedback

 -Complete objective-by-objective review section, plus a handy exam-mapping  grid

 -180-day evaluation version of SQL Server 2005 Enterprise Edition

 -15 percent exam-discount voucher from Microsoft (limited time offer)

 -Entire study guide in searchable eBook format     

       About the Author


   Sara Morgan, MCSD, MCDBA, is a senior developer specializing in  Web-based applications and the author of Building Intelligent .NET  Applications: Agents, Data Mining, Rule-Based Systems, and Speech  Processing.

   

Tobias Thernstrom is a senior database architect, trainer, and  consultant.

  

GrandMasters is an IT consulting firm specializing in content development,  exam development, and customized technical support.       
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Schaum's 3,000 Solved Problems in CalculusMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Facing Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time?


	Fortunately for you, there's Schaum's.


	More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Solved...
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Programming Entity Framework: DbContextO'Reilly, 2012

	Microsoft’s principal data access technology, ADO.NET Entity Framework, has had
	two major releases as part of the .NET Framework. .NET 3.5 brought us the first version
	of Entity Framework, which is covered in the first edition of Programming Entity
	Framework (O’Reilly). In 2010, Microsoft .NET 4 was released, containing the...
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MySQL Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2003
Easy to take and use anywhere, the MySQL Pocket Reference provides instant reminders on how to use important MySQL functions in conjunction with key parts of the LAMP open source infrastructure. The book covers installation of MySQL and includes a description of SQL commands, data types, operators, and functions. In...
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Learn 2D Game Development with C# (Expert's Voice in Game Development)Apress, 2013

	2D games are hugely popular across a wide range of platforms and the ideal place to start if you’re new to game development. With Learn 2D Game Development with C#, you'll learn your way around the universal building blocks of game development, and how to put them together to create a real working game.


	C# is...
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The B2B Social Media Book: Become a Marketing Superstar by Generating Leads with Blogging, LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, Email, and MoreJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Advance your B2B marketing plans with proven social media strategies


	Learn social media's specific application to B2B companies and how it can be leveraged to drive leads and revenue. B2B marketers are undervalued and under appreciated in many companies. Social media and online marketing provide the right mix of rich...
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Survey Sampling: Theory and Methods, Second Edition (Statistics: Textbooks and Monograms)CRC Press, 2005
Since publication of the first edition in 1992, the field of survey sampling has grown considerably. This new edition of Survey Sampling: Theory and Methods has been updated to include the latest research and the newest methods. The authors have undertaken the daunting task of surveying the sampling literature of the past few decades to provide an...
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